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Green is the New Red

Green New Deal: Not New, Not Green, Not A Deal
by Dr. Tim Ball, an environmental consultant and former professor of climatology at the University of Winnipeg, and author
of The Deliberate Corruption of Climate Science.

T

he Green New Deal is not “new,”
it is not “green” other than in
name, and it is not a “deal.” In other
words, it is a technocrat’s delight because it revisits and resuscitates their
goal of total government control without appearing to do so. Proponents of
the original idea that humans were
causing global warming are losing
the war one battle at a time. They did
what they always do. Ignore the evidence and move the goalposts. That
is what they are doing with the Green
New Deal. It is the same use of false
or deliberately created science to convince people that they can save themselves from the sky falling. Chicken
Little reappears as Big Turkey.
		The last major example occurred
in 2004. From 1998 onward, CO2
levels continued to increase, but tem-

peratures stopped increasing. This
result completely contradicted their
major assumption and brought them
face-to-face with Thomas Huxley’s,
(1825–1895) observation that, the
great tragedy of science is the slaying
of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly
fact.
		The emails leaked from the Climatic Research Unit disclosed that
instead of revisiting the science, they
just changed the name from global
warming to climate change. This clever but deceitful move allowed them to
avoid any evidence that contradicted
their hypothesis by removing the hypothesis. It also allowed them to identify any weather event as support for
their claims of human interference.
		
From its emergence onto the
world stage in 1988, the claim of human-caused global warming was a
front for the need for not only local
government control, but an over-arching one-world government. Elaine
Dewar summarized the goal of Maurice Strong, the architect of Agenda
21 and its subsidiary the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change as
follows: Strong was using the United
Nations as a platform to sell a global environment crisis and the Global
Governance Agenda.

		
A major piece in the platform
was the creation of a global threat.
A global threat would transcend national boundaries, so they could argue that no one nation could possibly
cope. They created the threat through
the artificial construct of global
warming.
		It began at the 1988 U.S. Joint
Congressional hearing when James
Hansen falsely testified that he was 99
percent certain that humans were the
cause. That was not true then, and it is
not true now, but it continues as a justification for the Green New Deal. The
person who organized that hearing
was former Senator Timothy Wirth,
who then resigned after one term and
took an appointment as president of
the United Nations Foundation. This
organization was created from a $1
billion gift in 1998 from media mogul
Ted Turner. Turner is listed as a member of the Club of Rome along with
George Soros and Wirth.
		I will not dissect the entire Green
New Deal here because it is so wrong
it requires a book, but it is sufficient
to show the scientific inaccuracies
underlying just one portion. The plan
is to eliminate North American cat-
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tle because they produce methane,
a greenhouse gas. Methane is 0.36
percent of all the greenhouse gases
and only 0.000179 percent of total
atmospheric gases. There are approximately 85 million cows in North
America, but if Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY) is serious, why not
eliminate the 200 million cows roaming the streets of India? Why not stop
the re-introduction of bison in North
America? There were an estimated
65 million bison producing methane
150 years ago, yet no global warming. If you want to use science, then
deal with variables on both sides of
the formula, not just the ones that fit
your political agenda.

		The insanity of the Green New
Deal is in the persistent attempts to do
what consistently fails. Every country that has tried a “green agenda” has
failed miserably and abandoned it or
is in the process of abandoning it.
		The insanity includes crippling at
best or destroying at worst your economy, because other countries are forging
ahead with development using fossil fuels. It is reasonable to assume that AOC
and her supporters are concerned about
the poor and politically handcuffed citizens. Look at any country that tried a
green agenda and you see that the rich
got richer and the poor became poorer.
The green agenda is like the Communist
Manifesto that appears good on paper,

but actually creates the opposite results.
In Britain, for example, the government
subsidies of alternative green energy
resulted in a transfer of wealth from
poor to rich. It also resulted, as one
report showed, that consumers grossly
overpaid for electricity.
		Here is what to do when the title
is a lie. Confirm it also lies within the
text. Confirm the lies in a historical
and political context. Expose the lies
and the people responsible. Explain
why we can safely ignore the hysteria and actions it recommends. Attack
those people and politicians that demand you pay for the lies. Then, adopt
the policy of not believing anything in
the new, fake news world.

Lowlights of The Green New Deal

by Danny Hubbard, an Alabama researcher, author and Christian radio co-host

I

s the Green New Deal something
we need to worry about? It
absolutely is!
		Supporters of the Green New Deal
include about 70 Congressmen and
Congresswomen, nine Democrat U.S.
Senators and all the Democrat presidential candidates. They boast that 92
percent of Democrats and 64 percent
of Republicans support it, but I respectfully disagree with their claims.
		The Green New Deal is the playbook for the United Nations Agenda
21/Smart Growth/Plan 2030, which
is essentially a globalist scheme to
bring America down from within and
without “firing a shot”.
		
Following are a few excerpts
from the Green New Deal and my
commentaries:
Cut the military budget by over 50
percent.
This would severely compromise
America’s military readiness.
Bring virtually all U.S. Servicemen
home and deploy them in their local communities.
This is a call for Martial Law within our borders.

Eliminate all fossil fuel usage, then
create new government-controlled
jobs for their employees. Meet 100
percent of America’s power demand via renewable and zero-emission sources.
More than 144 thousand jobs would
be affected, 76,000 in coal industry
alone. Assuming all wages are paid
at their proposed minimum wage of
$15/hour, the cost per year would
be over $5 billion.
Remove all nuclear power plants
and replace with renewable energy.
A carbon tax would surely be created and more than 6,000 workers
would be displaced.
Commit to net zero greenhouse gas
emissions within ten years. Upgrade
all existing buildings for maximum
energy efficiency. Invest in public
transit and high-speed rail.
This would require retrofitting energy for every American commercial and residential building to sun,
wind or water energy. The average
cost to install solar in a home is
about $20,000 - $25,000, for an
estimated energy savings of about
$20,000 over 20 years, which

would cause massive bankruptcies.
Most companies would not invest
in any project with the long 20year return on investment.
Cows would have to be eliminated due to the methane gas they emit,
which would eliminate
the $628 million dairy
industry and its 3 million jobs. Ninety-four million cattle
would be euthanized.
All airplanes, automobiles, trains
and ships would have to be eliminated or retrofitted to electricity,
severely affecting our mail service,
tourism, emergency medical services and more at an estimated cost
of tens of trillions of dollars.
Provide “millions” of good, highwage jobs.
Government created jobs would
cause taxes to skyrocket. Americans currently pay more than 97
different taxes; the Green New
Deal would add even more. Your
tax freedom day would move from
April 17 to about August 5 to pay
for the trillions in increased government spending.
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Provide everyone with access to
clean air and clean water.
This is a call for more government
regulations that would bankrupt
individuals and businesses.
Repair historic oppression of indigenous peoples, communities of
color, migrant communities, deindustrialized communities, depopulated rural communities, the poor,
low-income workers, women, the
elderly, the unhoused, people with
disabilities, and youth.
This is part of the United Nations’
Agenda 21 that claims to empower
minorities, but in reality puts them
under government control.
Mitigate the long-term health effects
of pollution and human-caused climate change.
The science is not conclusive that
humans cause climate change,
rather it is caused by winds, ocean
currents and sun activity.
Restore fragile ecosystems.
Restoring swamps and wildlife areas is part of the United Nations
Wetlands Project that eliminates
human access.
Provide higher education to all.
The cost would be more than $500
billion over 10 years.
Build wealth, community ownership, and good jobs in marginalized communities.
“From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs”
is a slogan popularized by Karl
Marx. Today’s socialists call it social, environmental and financial
“equity”. It is also called “sustainable development”.
Create union jobs that pay prevailing wages. Improve union bargaining strength. Strengthen labor and
workplace safety standards.
This would eliminate right-to-work
states, create union mafias, and
force employers to pay government-set wages, rather than wages
determined by the marketplace.
Guarantee living minimum wage

to everyone.
The estimated cost over 10 years
would exceed $5 trillion.
Guarantee family and medical
leave, paid vacations, and retirement security to everyone.
Every American business would
come under government control.
Reform the use of eminent domain.
Eminent domain, which allows
governments to take land from private property owners, would be
even more abusive.
Ensure that all businesses are free
from unfair competition.
This is socialism, period.
Provide all Americans with
high-quality health care.
Medicare for ALL would cost over
$36 trillion.
Provide all Americans with good
housing and economic security.
Government provided housing and
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wages for those who choose not to
work.
Provide all Americans with healthy
and affordable food.
What the government provides, it
also dictates. Do you want the government to tell you what you can
and cannot eat?
Provide all Americans with access
to nature.
This is in accordance with the
United Nations’ Agenda 21/Smart
Growth’s Wildlands Project that
aims to set aside land for animals
and to make it off limits to humans.
		
The Green New Deal document
boasts more than 39 pages of costly utopian schemes that would rob Americans
of our liberties and replace them with
top-down government controls over every aspect of our lives. At a cost of over
$200 trillion, virtually equivalent to the
net worth of all of America, we must
stop any politician who supports it.

These Green Pastures Are Brown
by Craig Rucker, president and Peter Murphy, policy analyst for CFACT, www.cfact.org

M

ore and more Democratic elected officials are espousing the
notion of a Green New Deal, a policy
effort designed to transform the United States into what they consider a
more altruistic, earth-friendly society.
		
According to its draft plan introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives, the House would create
a 15-member committee to craft a
“detailed national, industrial mobilization plan.” And to what end? To
establish two important long-sought
goals of the far Left: (1) To transition the United States economy away
from fossil fuels by dramatically lowering its “greenhouse gas emissions”
and (2) to establish lofty notions of
“economic and environmental justice
and equality.”
		
In the name of combating climate
change, the Green New Deal seeks
nothing less than the complete decarbonization of the entire U.S. econo-

my and the transition to 100 percent
renewable energy — all to be accomplished in a little more than a decade.
		The proposal currently known as
the “Green New Deal Resolution” is
House Resolution 109/Senate Resolution 59, presented to Congress on
February 7, 2019 by Rep. Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez and Senator Ed Markey. No fewer than 626 organizations
signed a January 10, 2019 letter to
Congress also demanding that members act “aggressively and quickly” to
avert the pending climate “disaster.”
At a minimum, they insist these steps
should include:
• Guaranteeing a job with a family-sustaining wage, adequate family and medical leave, paid vacations, and retirement security to all
people of the U.S.
• Providing all people of the U.S.
with health care, housing, econom-
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ic security.
• Providing resources to pay for
training, and higher education (to
include college), to all people of
the U.S.
• Meeting 100 percent of the power
demand in the U.S. through renewable, and zero-emission energy
sources.
• Eliminating pollution and greenhouse gas emissions as much as
technologically feasible.
• Building or upgrading to energy-efficient, distributed, and ‘smart’
power grids, and working to ensure
affordable access to electricity.
• Upgrading all existing buildings in
the U.S. and building new buildings to achieve maximal energy
efficiency, and water efficiency.
• Overhauling transportation systems
in the U.S. to eliminate pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions from
the transportation sector as much as
is technologically feasible, including pushing for zero-emission vehicles, more public transportation and
high-speed rail.
• Spurring massive growth in
“clean” manufacturing in the U.S.
and removing pollution and greenhouse gas emissions from manufacturing and industry as much as
is technologically feasible.
• Working collaboratively with farmers and ranchers in the U.S. to eliminate pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions from the agricultural sector as much as is technologically
feasible.
		Virtually all leading Democrats
have touted aspects of this radical
Green New Deal at one time or another in recent years. But just how could
such a plan be implemented? Only by
creating a much larger government in
both size and scope than we have today — one that commands regulatory
authority over virtually every aspect
of America’s society and economy.
		The idea of a “New Deal” harkens back to the days of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt who, in the
early 1930s, began a massive ex-

pansion of government in the economic affairs of the nation to combat
the Great Depression. Unlike today,
this was done when unemployment
reached a peak of 25 percent of the
workforce. The transformation of the
federal government as a result of the
New Deal has been a lasting legacy of
FDR, and was significantly expanded further when President Lyndon
Johnson declared a “war on poverty”
and launched the Great Society in the
1960s.
		History has shown, however, that
while the New Deal and Great Society programs temporarily benefitted
millions of Americans and provided
short-term solutions to ameliorate the
impacts of poverty, neither ultimately
worked. Both of them failed in their
efforts to make the sorts of lasting
changes they promised.
		
Today’s Democratic politicians
likely view their efforts at a “Green
New Deal” as merely a 21st century
revamping of FDR’s New Deal or
LBJ’s Great Society. But that would
be way too modest.
		The vision of the Green New Deal
goes beyond anything FDR or LBJ
proposed or envisioned. Alarmingly, it reads more like the transforming of America through expanded
public ownership and the implementation of an “economic equality and
justice” agenda that focuses primarily on racial and gender outcomes.
Such a Deal would require a massive
increase in the power and influence
of the federal government to dictate
societal and economic norms in the
private sector and the private life of
average citizens. And to what end?
		The United States today is at full
employment, is experiencing wage
growth, has millions of jobs available
and unfilled, and is growing economically at its fastest rate in more than
a dozen years. The U.S. has also,
with the exception of 2018, largely
reduced its carbon emissions — and
has done this without signing on to
the Paris Climate Accord. [The Paris
Climate Accord is a United Nations

treaty that President Trump rightfully withdrew the U.S. from because it
would attack American sovereignty
and greatly damage, or worse, our
economy.] Indeed, the greatest economic and societal challenge in the
U.S. today is not too much fossil fuel
use, but a national debt of $21 trillion
and growing. The Green New Deal
would only exacerbate that problem
significantly.
		
It’s one thing to envision societal transformations with utopian-sounding rhetoric that implies a
cleaner environment and millions of

new jobs. Reality, however, is likely to intrude, as history is filled with
such attempts at transformations that
were very costly and fell well short
of their goals, or backfired into national tragedies.
		The radical nature and implications of the Green New Deal must
be called out. It’s not enough for opponents to say it would harm small
businesses as though this were some
debate on raising the minimum wage.
The Green New Deal is much, much
bigger and all encompassing. It’s
about what kind of nation and society
the United States will be in the near
future.
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